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MOSFET smallMOSFET small--signal equivalent circuitssignal equivalent circuits

LECTURE 16

• Short explanation of MOSFET I-V

• More MOSFET capacitance

• MOSFET small-signal equivalent circuits

• 2-port parameters

• y for intrinsic

• z for extrinsic

• s for HF

• power gains: MAG, MSG, U
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Sec. 10.1 Si MOSFET featuresSi MOSFET features

• 4 terminals

• 2D-device

• "The most abundant 
object made by 
mankind"
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Sec. 10.1 MOSFET surface potentialMOSFET surface potential
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Sec. 10.1 MOSFET gate characteristicMOSFET gate characteristic
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Sec. 10.1 MOSFET drain characteristic: MOSFET drain characteristic: 

above thresholdabove threshold
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MOSFET capacitanceMOSFET capacitanceSec. 12.2
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Intrinsic capacitances and CIntrinsic capacitances and Coxox
Sec. 12.2.1

What are the reasons for these trends?
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Extrinsic MOSFET capacitanceExtrinsic MOSFET capacitanceSec. 12.3.1

Are the extrinsic capacitances reciprocal?
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MOSFET smallMOSFET small--signal conductancesignal conductanceSec. 14.2

Linearized expressions:
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MOSFET conductance equivalent MOSFET conductance equivalent 
circuitcircuit

Sec. 14.2

Why can g32 be ignored for MOSFETs?

When is it OK to ignore gGG ?

What are the other conductances called?
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LinearizedLinearized, hybrid, hybrid--ππ circuitcircuitSec. 14.2
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Can you see a π in the equivalent circuit?

Parasitic R’s have been added

What is missing from this circuit?
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buried oxide

fully-depleted (FD-SOI)

MOSFETsMOSFETs with with ““nono”” substratessubstrates

Alvin Loke, AMD
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MOSFET intrinsic yMOSFET intrinsic y--parametersparametersSec. 
14.7.1

Remove R’s

Rotate 90o to left

Shift G and D to the top

Relate y’s to small-signal 
parameters
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Intrinsic Intrinsic ffTT from yfrom y--parametersparameters

1. fT is related to the short-circuit current gain

2. |id/ig|2 = |y23/y33|2

3. Extrapolated fT is projection at -20dB/decade to gain = 1

IEDM Tech. Digest, 241-
244, 2005
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Extrinsic Extrinsic zz--parametersparameters

1. Change INTRINSIC circuit to one using z-parameters

2. It’s now easy to add in the parasitic R’s

3. fT is related to the short-circuit current gain

4. |id/ig|2 = |-z23/z33|2

5. Extrapolated fT is projection at -20dB/decade to gain = 1

For an analytical expression, it’s again necessary to selectively remove terms 
to get the required roll-off with frequency. the result is:
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yy-- zz-- and sand s--parametersparametersSec. 14.8

y-parameters are measured from currents under various short-circuit conditions

z-parameters are measured from voltages under various open-circuit conditions

s-parameters are measured from powers under various matched conditions

s-parameter set-up

Why are s-parameters used in practice for HF measurements?
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ffmaxmax

Another extrapolated frequency, this time referring to 
particular power gains.

We’ll derive the one associated with MAG, the maximum 
available power gain.

Another one follows from U, Mason’s Unilateral Power Gain, 
the expression for which is


